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Recent work has studied the robustness of computer vision models on video data with pixel-based perturbations.
However, videos are susceptible to non-pixel corruptions,
such as file corruptions, which arise from hardware errors, I/O errors, and malware. In this paper, we investigate the effect of video file corruptions on model robustness. We find that file corruptions cause performance drops
of up to 77.1% on standard datasets like HMDB51 and
UCF101. We analyze the effects of file corruptions qualitatively and quantitatively, characterizing the types of visual
artifacts that file corruptions cause. We measure visual artifact severity with pixel-space Euclidean distance and observe under the same level of file corruption, incorrectlyclassified examples are up to 1.57 times more corrupted
than correctly-classified examples.
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Figure 1. A visualization of contiguous (top) vs. random (bottom)
corruptions.

to the video model robustness problem. We simulate two
file corruption patterns: random corruption, where random
bits throughout the video file are flipped, and contiguous
corruption, where a segment of video bitstream is replaced
with random bits (see Fig. 1).
We evaluate model performance on corrupted videos in
action recognition benchmarks, and find test-time model accuracy drops up to 68.9% on HMDB51 [16] and 77.1% on
UCF101 [28] under file corruptions. To study this drop,
we present qualitative and quantitative analyses of the effects of file corruption on videos. Qualitatively, we notice
that incorrectly classified videos exhibit more severe pixelspace perturbations than correctly classified videos. Quantitatively, we measure the severity of these artifacts via pixelspace Euclidean distance, finding that incorrectly classified
examples are up to 1.57 more perturbed than correct examples at the same level of file corruption. Our results suggest
that file corruptions may be a credible threat to video ML
models, and that pixel-space metrics are a suitable proxy
for the effects of file corruption.

1. Introduction
As video becomes an increasingly popular data modality,
with applications in action recognition [16, 28], event detection [9, 26] and autonomous vehicles [2, 5], recent work
in computer vision has examined the robustness of videobased machine learning (ML) models. Such work has focused on pixel-based visual corruptions (i.e. adversarial attacks [14, 33]), but video data is susceptible to file corruptions, which can arise from hardware errors, I/O errors, or
malware [27, 35]. These corruptions can leave visible artifacts, like freeze-frames, smearing effects, and more, which
can harm model inference. File corruptions remain underexplored in the model robustness literature.
In this paper, we go beyond pixel-space corruptions and
explore the effect of file corruptions on model robustness.
File corruptions are challenging to quantify, as video pixels
are transformed from pixel space to a compressed non-pixel
space for storage, introducing an extra degree of complexity

2. Related Work
Compression-aware
robustness
studies. Previous
model robustness work in computer vision has studied
the effects of various components of image and video
compression, such as compression rates or encoding
schemes [25, 29]. In the image domain, the effects of
JPEG compression on model robustness have been studied
extensively [1, 6, 8, 11, 12, 36]. We view our work as complementary to prior efforts, extending robustness studies to
include file corruptions.
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Figure 2. The number of playable files and model accuracy based on proportion of video corrupted, for random and contiguous corruptions
on UCF101 and HMDB51. Error bars show standard deviation across five random seeds.

Adversarial examples in video action recognition. Previous work has extended white-box adversarial attacks on
image models [3, 10, 18, 19, 30] to video action recognition
models [13, 20, 33]. Jiang and Ma et al. [14] also devise a
black-box adversarial attack against video models. Video
file corruptions can likewise be viewed as a source of realworld adversarial examples in non-pixel space.
Robustness to perturbations. Goodfellow et. al. [10]
introduces adversarial training as a defense against adversarial input, a method extended in [17, 24, 31]. Other defenses include certificate-based methods [22, 23] and selfsupervision [4]. Imagenet-C and Imagenet-P [12] are ImageNet [7] extensions used for benchmarking robustness on
image corruptions. Furthermore, [32,34] investigate convolutional network robustness in the frequency domain. Defenses against video file corruptions are beyond the scope
of this paper, but we view the extension of robustness techniques to file corruptions as exciting future work.

3. Simulating File Corruptions
File corruptions, a type of file system error, are erroneous changes to bits in a file. We simulate two types of
file corruptions, random corruptions and contiguous corruptions (Fig. 1). In random corruptions, random bits are
flipped throughout the file. Such bit-flips can occur as the
result of hardware integrity issues like bus errors [35], malicious software [27], or cosmic rays [21]. In contiguous
corruptions, a segment of a video bitstream is replaced with
random bits. These errors commonly occur due to sudden
temperature changes (thermal asperity), malware [27], or
firmware writing data in the wrong location [35].
We vary the proportion of video file corrupted in our ex-

periments, notated as p ∈ [0, 1]. For random corruptions,
we flip each bit independently with probability p. For contiguous corruptions, we replace a random contiguous segment of length p times the file length with random bits.

4. Experiments
We study the impact of random and contiguous file corruptions on model robustness in action recognition. First,
we find that file corruptions make many videos unplayable
and degrade model performance by up to 77.1% (Section 4.1). Next, we qualitatively analyze the causes of this
drop by visualizing corrupted videos, observing that misclassified videos exhibit more severe visual artifacts than
correctly classified videos (Section 4.2). Finally, we quantitatively analyze the severity of visual perturbations using
pixel-space Euclidean distance (Section 4.3).
Datasets and model. We fine-tune a pre-trained 3DResnet18 on the HMDB51 [16] and UCF101 [28] action
recognition benchmarks, using a standard training setup
[15]. For evaluation, we split the input clip into 16-frame
segments, outputting the action class with the highest probability averaged over all segments. Before applying file corruption, we transcode videos to use the H.264 codec and an
.mp4 container.

4.1. File Playability and Model Performance
To study the impact of file corruption, we plot model accuracy on playable videos (videos that can be opened after
corruption) and the number of playable videos under varying proportions of random and contiguous corruptions (Fig.
2). We find that as corruption proportion increases, more
files are unplayable: 90.8% of files in HMDB51 and 93.5%
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Figure 4. Frames from correctly and incorrectly classified examples, paired by corruption proportion and mode (random or
contiguous).
p=0.9

Figure 3. Frames from a clip (class Basketball) at varying corruption levels. Color shows correct vs. incorrect classification.

of files in UCF101 are unable to be loaded at p = 1e − 4;
for contiguous corruptions, 46.5% of files on UCF101 and
78.2% on HMDB51 are unplayable at p = 0.9.
We also find that file corruption degrades model performance on playable videos. On random corruptions, accuracy drops at corruption proportions exceeding p = 1e − 6.
For contiguous corruptions, accuracy degrades at corruption proportions over p = 0.01. For random corruptions,
performance drops up to 68.9% on HMDB51 and 77.1% on
UCF101; for contiguous corruptions, performance drops up
to 58.5% on HMDB51 and 16.0% on UCF101.
Note that the curves for the number of playable files
and accuracy for random corruptions degrade exponentially,
while they degrade linearly for contiguous corruptions (Fig.
2). This happens because random corruptions are spread
throughout the video bit-stream (Fig.1), while contiguous
corruptions are localized, making random corruptions more
likely to render a file unusable by destroying information
segments necessary to decode a video file.

4.2. Qualitative Analysis of File Corruptions
To characterize the effects of file corruption on model
performance, we qualitatively analyze file corruption by visualizing corrupted videos. Fig. 3 shows the same clip under varying corruption levels. At the highest corruption

proportions (random, p = 1e − 4; contiguous, p = 0.9),
only the topmost parts of the original frames are unperturbed. Furthermore, the contiguous example (p = 0.9)
exhibits a freeze-frame effect, as the corrupted frames are
nearly identical, while the randomly corrupted example
(p = 1e − 4) features moving noisy patches in the centerleft of the frames. In both corruption modes, as visual artifacts worsen, the model prediction tends to become incorrect (red bars), which happens here at proportions higher
than p = 1e − 6 for random corruptions and p = 0.5 for
contiguous corruptions.
The correlation between visual artifacts and incorrect
model predictions holds on videos corrupted with the same
corruption proportion and strategy. Fig. 4 shows two such
pairs of clips (additional examples in Appendix A). The top
pair of clips underwent random corruption (p = 1e − 4). In
the ApplyEyeMakeup clip (correctly classified), the eye and
the makeup applicator are distorted but visible, whereas the
WalkingDog clip (incorrectly classified) is unrecognizable.
The bottom pair of clips experienced contiguous corruption
(p = 0.75), resulting in a freeze-frame effect. In the Knitting clip (correctly classified), some movement remains between the 1st and 2nd frames from the left, while the Shotput example (incorrectly classified) is entirely static.

4.3. Quantitative Analysis of File Corruptions
We measure the severity of the visual artifacts observed
in Section 4.2 using pixel-space Euclidean distance, calculated as the average Euclidean norm between pixels in corrupted vs. uncorrupted clips. Intuitively, this metric corresponds to how much each pixel in a video changed under
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Figure 5. Pixel-space Euclidean distance vs. proportion corrupted,
averaged over the entire dataset (blue), correctly-classified examples (orange), and incorrectly-classified examples (green). Error
bars show standard deviation across five random seeds.

file corruption. In the case that the lengths of the clips differ
(i.e., due to dropped frames), we truncate the original clip
to match the corrupted clip.
Fig. 5 shows the average pixel-space Euclidean distance between corrupted and uncorrupted clips on the entire
dataset (blue), on correctly-classified examples (orange),
and on incorrectly-classified examples (green). On average, incorrect examples have higher Euclidean distance than
correct examples, confirming our qualitative observations
from Section 4.2. For random corruptions, incorrect examples are up to 1.57 times more perturbed than correct examples on average (UCF101, random corruption, top right),
and for contiguous corruptions, incorrect examples are up
to 1.47 times more perturbed on average (HMDB51, contiguous corruption, bottom left). This suggests that visual
perturbation severity under file corruption contributes to the
accuracy drop seen in Fig. 2.
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